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- I’m one of four “J’s” 🏷️
- I’m an Uncle! I have 2 nieces, 1 nephew, and one on the way! 😊
- I’m a former mascot for the Atlanta Braves 🎥
Ruby C.
Director of Product

Some things I love:

- Tottenham Hotspur! ⚽
- Spreadsheets, to-do lists, and staying organized 📝
- Black turtlenecks 🐢❤️
Fun facts:

- I grew up in a four-generation household!
- I have a cat named Fig
- I use Jira to track my chores and errands
Max K.
Policy Expert

Fun facts:

● My dog’s name is also Max 🐶

● I’m running a half marathon in northern Maine in December ⛑️⛄
Available Now
Data
AVAILABLE NOW

Africa Data

Access legislative data for Nigeria and South Africa
AVAILABLE NOW

Federal Staffer Data

Find name and contact information for federal legislative staff.
AVAILABLE NOW

Vote Data

View vote details for individual bills or legislators
Workflow
AVAILABLE NOW

Tabular Bill Display

- View bills and relevant details in an easily digestible format
- Bulk actions (track, tag) allow you to get more done in less time
AVAILABLE NOW

Mention Teammates

- Tag or “@” mention your teammates in relevant updates
- Receive notifications straight in your inbox
- Available in all activity feeds: Bill, Legislator, Workspace pages
AVAILABLE NOW

Improved Bill Update Emails

Get all the information and updates you need on the bills you’re tracking, right in your inbox
AVAILABLE NOW

AI-Generated
Bill Summaries

- Save hours reading through long, dense bill text
- Quickly understand and share the impact of proposed legislation
AVAILABLE NOW

Related Bills

- Quickly identify bills related to the one you’re viewing
- See the relationship and the level of similarity, based on automated text analysis
Companion Bills

Reintroduced Bills

Omnibus Bills
In Development
Data
COMING SOON

Federal Regulation Dockets

Access Federal Regulatory Dockets, alongside U.S. legislation
State Staffer Data

Find name and contact information for state legislative staff
Workflow
IN DEVELOPMENT

Single Sign On (SSO)

Secure your public policy work in Plural with enterprise-grade SSO
IN DEVELOPMENT

Customized Workspace Notifications

- Set custom notification settings for each workspace
- Only get the most important updates in your email

Notification Settings
Plural may still send you important notifications about your account and content outside of your preferred notification settings.

Bill Update Notifications
How often would you like to be notified about updates to bills that you and your workspaces are tracking?
- As soon as possible: Email me every time there is an update
- Daily digest: Email me a summary at the end of the day
- Weekly digest: Email me a summary at the end of the week

Saved Search Notifications
How often would you like to be notified about new bills that match your subscribed saved searches?
- As soon as possible: Email me every time there is an update
- Daily digest: Email me a summary at the end of the day
- Weekly digest: Email me a summary at the end of the week
- None: Do not email me about my saved searches

Collaboration Notifications
Collaboration Notifications
- Always: Email me real-time notifications for all collaboration events in my workspaces
- Only when mentioned: Email me real-time notifications only when mentioned in my workspaces
- Never: Do not email me about my collaboration notifications
IN DEVELOPMENT

Improved Bill Statuses

View an accurate, consolidated set of statuses for your bills across jurisdictions.
IN DEVELOPMENT

AI-Generated Bill Topics

Discover, categorize, and organize legislation more efficiently with our AI-generated bill topics.
COMING SOON

Version-to-Version Bill Summaries

Quickly understand the changes to a bill from one version to the next
Q&A